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Thanks to her feminine tenacity Negar made her dream come true to spread
the words of the existence of our Beloved Creators, the Elohim, to this Muslim
corner of the world, where renouncing the Islamic faith is punishable by death.
Thanks to her, the messages were on all Turkish media and in Iran as well...
and we felt all so united!! Thank you Negar
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Words of Maitreya Rael
Maitreya in Las vegas on dec 10th
during a TV interview
About believing
To believe is a thing of the past. Do not
believe anymore, but understand and use your
brain. Use science. Believing leads to a Santa
Claus story or to viewing Earth as the center of
the universe. You can believe in any stupid thing;
you have the freedom to do that. But don’t try to
make it scientifically plausible.
Freedom of belief is important. You can believe in Santa Claus and I will respect your decision. It is your freedom. But if you try to impose
your belief on me, I will say, “No thanks.”
Today’s science makes it possible to understand why the brain loves to believe. It is part of our imaginative brain. If you
use only the rational part of your brain, then you understand, and that’s what we want. You can believe in science, and you can
have a religion that is scientific. We Raelians are religious atheists. Buddhists are also religious atheists, for they acknowledge
no god.
I respect every belief. A peaceful belief, such as believing we are at the center of the universe, is OK. But it is not OK if we
are forced to believe in it. Monotheistic religions are very dangerous. They seek to make the entire world Muslim or Christian,
and that is dangerous. I support schools that teach all religions as part of their curriculum, along with atheism. Then people
can choose what they want. If you believe in a supernatural god who is almighty, you are in danger. Muslims are told to kill in
the name of such a god.
We should censor all religious texts. The Koran is dangerous since it says Muslims should kill non-believers. There should
be a UN committee to censor such books.
Science is the most beautiful expression of human genius and should be the only religion in the world. In the past, there
were magicians. When a child was sick, parents would bring it to a priest. Now they bring it to the hospital. That is simple.
They used to pray, now they go to see a doctor. Scientists save life and make people happier.

Spirituality
What matters is to have spirituality. We are atheists but the most important part is that we have a spirituality. Science
without consciousness is dangerous. It leads to Hitler like behaviors.
Consciousness comes from spirituality. That’s why we have science and spirituality at the same time. But spirituality can
kill like it is the case for Muslims. This is why we need a spirituality that promotes Human Rights. School should teach Human Rights. They are the best protection for Humanity. Our philosophy puts the life of one Human Being above the life of the
whole Humanity, this is the only way.
Every criminal believes he or she acts for something good. They need to be guided. So many are killing in the name of god.
If you have no god, you feel responsible for your life. You can feel connected to nature around, to the people around and to
everybody and feel love, without the need of god for that. Feeling one with everyone, that’s the Raelian atheist philosophy.
Those who created us have had only one message through the millennia, ‘love each other and create a peaceful world’.
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This message has been betrayed twice; at first by saying it was coming from a god and then having the
Darwin/Monkey ancestor theory. It destroyed all
spirituality.
‘Love each other and create a peaceful world’
that is their message.

Maitreya in Tokyo at the November
monthly gathering

Maitreya talked about transhumanism:
Transhumanism is the description of Humanity transforming itself to become better, using genetic, computer science, nano-technologies, so that
we can become more than what we are.
With these technologies, we will be more intelligent, more powerful, more peaceful to change the world. Soon we won’t need to work anymore.
All religions are afraid of future technologies. Only one is preparing them for future technologies, the Raelian Movement.
They are all afraid of the future. We welcome the future. We want to enjoy the future. We want to fly and travel in space. If
there is a technology to live longer, we want to use it. We are ready to use stem cells to cure ourselves and ready to live 700 years!
Cloning to reach eternal life? we want it! If we can modify our DNA to be more intelligent, we want it, If there is an electronic
device that can give us orgasm 100 times better than having sexual intercourse, we want it.
This is coming very soon. Every year there are more discoveries, more new technologies and everybody is afraid but we are
happy. We all want to have eternal life together, we all want to have more powerful orgasms... That is coming. We are the only
organization that is enthusiastic about it.
Do not forget that: to be Raelian is to be pro-science.
Our religion is science and science is love.
Pleasure is science and pleasure is love.
Thank you Elohim for the Message that makes us fly into the future.
Read it and read it again.
I still discover things in it
Slowly thanks to new discoveries, we discover more about the Message. After
30 years there are things I understand better and I am sure than in ten years I will
understand more.
That’s why the Message is alive. Every day I see the Message in Rael-Science.
Look at the scientific progress and compare it with the Message, it is so exciting!
Never read the Message like a Bible, Never!
We must read it with intelligence. Read and understand.
Thank you Elohim for stimulating my intelligence.
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The Message is a coffee for intelligence, a vibrator for consciousness, the best cocaine for the brain! You read it and you fly.
It stimulates your intelligence.
There is no smoking, no alcohol and no drugs for Raelians but we have the Message that makes us more powerful than any
drug.
And it is addictive, you cannot stop, because it stimulates your intelligence.
Thank you Elohim!

Assessment of the 50 years of independance in kama
Maitreya was recently asked by a journalist from Congo, what he thinks of the 50 years of independence of Kama.
Here are a few excerpts of his answers that were aired on primetime TV in Congo this week:
The assessment of the 50 years of independence? Of the so-called African independence? This assessment is not a pretty one
because in effect, there is no Independence. Everything that is being said about these 50 years of independence are lies, there
has not truly been any independence. There has been a mockery of independence, but a true independence would have been to
go back to what existed before colonialism.
What was in place before colonialism? Ethnicities, groups that were nations, because each ethnicity is a nation, and each
had borders completely different from what exists today, totally different religions from what exists in our days, a culture totally
different from what exists today. And all this was colonized. Then, 50 years ago, a mockery of political independence took place,
borders were decided by people who never set a foot in Africa. Somewhere in Europe, they divided Kama among themselves,
dividing it like a pie, without ever going to see on site, and this gave way to appalling divisions that create wars because certain
ethnicities are given a great power in falsely democratic ways because those ways are set by Europeans - and other ethnicities, such
as the Hutus and the Tutsis, see themselves dominated, ill-treated by others, put in power by the Europeans. That is the root of
these genocides and terrible, never ending conflicts!
The only solution is the return to pre-colonial borders, to pre-colonial traditions, and to everything that was there before,
including the way to dress. When I see African presidents and ministers dressed with the suit and tie of the colonizers, their
ancestors must be pulling the little bit of hair they have left and feel betrayed! These ministers dressed in a suit and tie must go
back to the traditional African outfit. Why copy the blood-thirsty colonizers who came to pillage Africa to take their resources
and reduce people to slavery? It is treason that African presidents and ministers who are supposed to be independent dress like
Europeans. They are traitors to Africa when they copy Europeans. There are a few African leaders who have the courage to dress
in an African fashion. All the others are traitors to their culture. One could have the false excuse those ones dresses like foreign
visitors to please them. But I have never seen the French president or the British prime minister dress in an African manner when
African heads of state come to visit them in an effort to please them ! So this is a double standard.
The most beautiful example of decolonization was given by Mao Tse Toung. China was also colonized, like India, like the
entire planet, colonized by a minuscule European minority, who, through force, violence and blood, colonized the whole planet.
North America, South America, Africa, India, the Middle East, all these were colonies, empires, the British empire, the French
empire. The only one who understood how to get rid of all that - besides Gandhi a little but better - : Mao Tse Toung when he
launched the Cultural Revolution and got rid of everything that could have been of European colonizing influence.
The Japanese were lucky to refuse the acceptance of non-Japanese culture and that is why Japan, where I am right now, is a
country that I love because they stirred clear of all that pollution from colonization.
A cultural revolution is necessary if Kama wants to become independent, if Africa really wants to become independent, because it is still not independent. It is still not so because its resources are still pillaged by large economical European and American
conglomerates. It is still not independent because the political systems that were put in place at the time of independence, were
decided by colonizers who put powers in place, drew borders and then, when they left, put people in place that were supposedly
elected democratically and who maintained the same borders and values. That is not decolonization.
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At the religious level, Africans have to understand that their ancestors have been colonized, tortured and massacred in order to force them to accept colonization; they have also been tortured, massacred and ill-treated so they would change religion.
Conversion to Christianity has been done by force and by violence. African people, the ancestors you have, are still alive on the
Elohim’s planet. They are watching you, and they see their descendants, you, dressed like their tormentors; they are desperate!
If you want to find the truth again held in the cult of your ancestors, annul your baptism, apostatize from the religion of the
colonizers. And then, your ancestors will look at you with pride, saying, look, finally, our descendants are independent at last.
But for now, you are not. They make you believe in independence, there is a flag, government leaders: they are puppets, at the
orders of international powers, and you know it, who take a maximum amount of money and put it in Swiss bank accounts while
Africa is starving to death mostly everywhere.
One example is the basilica of Yamoussoukro, it is an aberration! An American woman has just launched an operation
that I had initiated over 30 years ago, telling the Vatican that if they are so concerned with the poor, with hunger in Africa and
elsewhere, why don’t they sell the Vatican and with that money everyone can be fed! Because this Christian religion which values
they praised, with which you were colonized and that always said “poverty is beautiful, to possess nothing is beautiful”. OK, so
do it yourselves! May the Pope sell the whole Vatican, it is a city! And with that money, there is enough to feed all of the Africans
for over a century. But NO, they remain in luxury while in African churches, they continue to preach poverty, humility... these
are jokes! It is the sequel to colonization. So, if you managed 1% of political decolonization, that is to say a mockery, spiritual
decolonization itself has never been done. You continue to mimic Europeans by dressing like them, by renouncing your values
and your traditions. You continue with everything! A religious decolonization is a must. Apostatize, annul your baptism. Send
a massive amount of letters to churches saying I repudiate my baptism, I go back to the religion of my ancestors so they maybe
proud of me. That’s it! So, for the decolonization of Africa it is a waste of 50 years, but it is not too late to start.
I have a project that is in process of being put in place: The United States or rather, the United Kingdoms of Africa because
it is necessary to go back to the ethnic groups, to the original ethnic nations federated into a united Africa - the same way Europeans do it in a united Europe - a united Africa, a united Kama, the united Kingdoms of Kama And all the puppets put in
place by Europe, leading large states with presidents and ministers, are to disappear, and be replaced by the original kingdoms
with the kings and ministers who used to take care of their peoples, of their ethic groups. All these people federated into states
of Kama, with a new currency, the Afro, it can be called that way or Kamo, as the one and only currency and the removal of all
custom borders that will help rid Africa of the greatest African cancer: corruption. Because all that is imported and crosses the
borders generates corruption that all of you Africans suffer from everyday. By doing away with border customs as Europe did,
most of the corruption that plagues Africa will disappear.
So, that is simple and easy to set up. Moreover, Africa is not alone. That is to say, African populations have extraordinary
allies who are in fact in the process of taking care of Africa better than the former colonizers. Currently, China for example is the
biggest investor in Africa and that disturbs Europeans and Americans. And that is fantastic! They know the problem well because
they have been colonized too. So, the united states of Africa or the united kingdoms of Africa, all these African states have to
terminate their communication and investment and ban investments from Europe and ask the former colonized nations to form
a partnership with them. It would be a planetary federation of formally colonized countries, China, Africa, and South America
with Hugo Chavez who is doing fantastic things in Venezuela. If all these countries victim of the old European imperialism were
to become allies. (And Americans are very scared of that, so are Europeans). The European midget would be swept away. And
that is what needs to be done.
The future of Africa is not only an economical alliance but a military one as well to protect themselves at every level, to
protect themselves from the colonists who are ready to do anything in order to come back. Because, as long as the economy was
more or less steady, decolonization was beautiful, it was in, it was fashionable. But now that Europe and America are feeling
the effects of the crash, Europeans and Americans are going to start to be hungry again. They are already in the street. They are
already homeless in various places. The number of unemployed is increasing at an incredible pace. The world economical system
is in the process of collapsing. Economical interests are going to become strong again and they will want to colonize once again
the colonies they lost, in bloody conflicts, invasions and genocides.
All of this is taking shape under the pretense of helping third world countries, under the pretense of bringing peace. That
is what the illegal occupation of Iraq by the USA is all about; their foremost interest is to take the oil. If tomorrow Saudi Arabia
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is to become truly independent and the other countries producing petroleum are too, and that is what is happening with Hugo
Chavez in Venezuela who wants to become independent, Americans will be very scared and Europeans too because they are about
to lose control of the petroleum supply. So there is no such thing as true decolonization and to protect itself from that, Africa,
China, India, Chavez in Venezuela, all these people need to become partners to create a world bank of former colonized countries that help one another: investments, that help one another: military alliances to protect themselves from the colonists who
will soon have only one wish to come back by force. You can see all this already. You have soldiers in Africa, French soldiers for
instance, who are there in the name of cooperation. Cooperation is indeed a very beautiful word. It means that they are there
with the excuse to say that if there were political unrest, they would be able to help defend the French populations living in Africa.
Just a moment! If there is political unrest in Europe and it does happen in certain countries, are there African military people to
protect the black population who live there? NO! So there is no equivalence, not even any reciprocity. It is still paternalism, a
conquistador disposition that is put in place to say: “you are independent, but watch out we have an eye on you, we still patronize
you, we watch that all goes well, otherwise, we will be back.” That is unacceptable!
That is why it is in Africa’s interest to become partners with China which still remains the biggest country in the world, now
the first economical power in the world and also represents almost one fourth of humanity. That’s the reason why China is in the
mist of becoming the super power of the world and why they will never have invasions again. They have nuclear weapons. It is
not such a good thing. It would be wonderful if the whole world got rid of them but seeing the massive quantity of these weapons in America and Europe, they are right to produce some. If you don’t want us to make them anymore, destroy all those you
have in Europe and all those you have in America. Then we’ll see. It is so laughable to see Europe or America tell Iran “Ho, Iran
is going to have a nuclear bomb, let’s invade Iran!” There are 10,000 of them in the USA! There are 10,000 of them in Europe
! So, why don’ t you start by destroying what you have before worrying about THE tiny little nuclear bomb that Iran may make
one day! And who has the right to make it! Why would the USA and the old European imperialist nations have the right to have
nuclear bombs but not India or China and especially not Africa! NO! Equality is there for everyone.
China and India combined will soon represent 3 billion human beings that is to say almost half of humanity. And Africa
has to join that half of humanity as a former victim of colonization and they must create an international of the former victims
of colonization without being revenge-minded. Because love and compassion must also rule without ever making Europeans
and Americans endure what they have made others endure but by preventing this from happening again, treating others at the
very least equally. It is very likely that with the economic and intellectual wealth found in the Chinese, Indian, South American,
African Block that possess all the world wealth that one day Europe and the USA may become third world countries. And it
will be up to the people of Africa and to the former colonized nations to help them but to help them better. Because aid to help
developing countries ended up being aid that kept countries under developed. It will be up to you, future populations of Africa
and of Kama, of all the former colonized states to help sincerely.
Currently, Africans are waiting in line to emigrate to rich countries, like France, etc...I, Prophet Rael, predict to you that
one day, Europeans will stand in line to be accepted as immigrants in Africa. I hope, I count on you to treat them better than
they treat you when you go to Europe. The situation is about to turn around. You already see what I am telling you here materialize. A lot of people who hold a university diploma from French Universities, go back home, back to Africa instead of finding
a job in France or in the USA because they are treated better there, because there is no racism there and because they are going
to develop in a much stronger way by creating enterprises in Africa. The Chinese understood that and are starting to massively
invest in Africa. It is extraordinary, it is magnificent. Increase your links with China and India, with Chavez in Venezuela and
Africa will soon become the place where the poor Europeans will go in order to try to get a job! It is in your hands to welcome
them with love.
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MRI News
Cellular Plan Transmissions cancelled
The Cellular plan transmissions of the following people have been canceled:
Raelian Dotcom, Korean living in Canada
Pierre Charles Dubreuil, Canadian
Anja Schoenwald, from Los Angeles
They are also, as always in such cases, forbidden to attend any
meeting or seminar organized by the Raelian Movement.

New national Guide in India
On December 13th, a new National Guide was nominated
for the Indian Raelian Movement.
Yaho, a Korean Guide, has been responsible for the Indian
Raelian movement since 2004. Her mission was to find the new
Indian National Guide... Mission accomplished for Yaho!!
Here is what she shared with us:
“I have been in charge of India since 2004 and I met this intelligent person. He is now just 25 years old. But his consciousness
is already of a high level with humility and great harmony.
India is one of the biggest countries, there are more
than 1 billion people here and it is an important country for
the future of Humanity.
son.

Nowadays, India needs this wonderful intelligent perI’m so proud to introduce him to you.

Thank you dear Anup for your being here. I support
you with all my best.
I respect you and I love you so much.”
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Negar out of jail thanks to a wonderful
global action

The whole Raelian community was shaken to learn at the end of October that our sister Negar was in jail after trying to escape from Iran and then Turkey to get a refugee status
in Europe. Being a Raelian, she obviously didn’t fit in the Iran theocracy and her political
activism after the June elections made her in clear danger to be killed. Arrested in Turkey,
she was facing the possibility to be sent back to Iran. When the news spread in the Raelian
community, a wave of love brought all the Raelians on the net and a few days later in the
streets to tell the Turkish embassies around the world that they couldn’t send her back to a
certain death.
It was a beautiful enthusiastic event that showed how close the Raelian family is... we
were one and we’ll stay one until our embassy is built... Here are some news from the teams
around the world …

California
Dearest Negar, you brought 5 continents together in the race to ensure your safe release and it is thanks to you that we, Raelians of California,
were giving the opportunity to gather and peacefully fight, once again,
for the respect of human rights, yet this time for one of our dear Raelian
sister’s very own precious life’s safety and protection.
Thanks to you, the night before
our L.A Protest a meditation
prayer for your safe release was guided in front of a group of 25 people in
L.A who attended a compassionate communication presentation, which
then led us to connect with a radio host, Richard H Greene from “Air
America” who invited Lara and I for a radio interview the next day. His
general audience being mostly Atheists, is the largest and most recognized
progressive talk radio network, entertaining millions of listeners :-)
Thanks to you we spread words of your situation and of the messages to passers-by, in front of the L.A Turkish consulate in
front of which we protested on December 3rd.
Thanks to you, the USA National Guide Lara had the opportunity to meet with the 2nd to head consulate and share a few
important words about your safe release.
Thanks to you we then had a wonderful lunch with the rest of the group were Lara and I met with a man interested to help
us for Clitoraid fundraisers, whom was wearing the “Adopt a Clitoris” T-shirt, which sparked curiosity and great interest for 2
women lunching behind us.
So right after our meeting we turned around and talked to these 2 lovely ladies. Both lesbian one being a nurse and very
curious to learn more about our work, the other one a lesbian group leader, lesbian comedy producer and human activist wanting
to help us reach out to about 14,000 women.
Thanks to you Lara and I headed to Richard Green’s radio interview that same evening, which we thought may last a few
minutes yet turned out that be an entire 2 hour show dedicated to your situation (for about 30 min) to then touched on the
explanation of the Raelian Movement, Maitreya, infinity, the scientifically explained genesis, sensual meditation, led his audience
to rael.org, Gotopless.org, Clitoraid.org, Aramis, the USA webpage, etc…and stated out loud that he just could not get enough
of us…hehe :-)
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Well, just what we needed to hear and so we suggested him to create a weekly show devoted to very broad topics the Raelian
Movement has to offer to the world…to be continued :-)
Thanks to you, Richard Green is also interested in hosting an entire show with Maitreya himself…to be continued :-)
One for All and All for One and back to One for All…Yes dearest Negar you have been the driving force behind all this,
creating these ripple effects thanks to your dream and persistence, leading us to spend an entire 12 hours day dedicated to spreading the messages and going back home our hearts filled with joy, looking forward to the day we will all dance together…with
you amongst us :-)
Thank you Elohim, thank you Maitreya, thank you Negar…
With love and may the Elohim guide our every step…
Florence, on behalf of the entire team ~ Lara, Eloise, Kevin, Banyan, Ray, Veronik, Lila, and Cathy

New York
First Geraldine tried to contact the consulate this week
many times in order to make appointment to deliver the letter. The women who called back wanted to know what this
was all about. Geraldine told her about the Negar story etc...
so the women first said she can see her. Then a few minutes
later she called Geraldine back to tell her that she cannot
meet her. So Geraldine told her that they would be protesting in front of the consulate and the letter will be delivered
to the secretary. Then the women told Geraldine that they
were not allowed to protest, it is forbidden in NY, etc.... she
seemed a little upset. Geraldine told her that yes we have the
right and we will be there from noon to 2pm. Then the women called back a third time, to tell that she took information and
yes they are allowed to protest no worry....  After the women called another time to tell Geraldine that she did contact Turkey
and they all knew about the Negar story and also stated that there was a good chance she would not be sent back to Iran and in
the next days the authorities will give the answer of what will be the final outcome.
So the 6 people (2 from Boston and 4 from NY) were there on time, to protest, laugh. They went to meet the secretary to
give the letter to the consulate. I understood there were a lot of police cars (more than the number of people...) some Turkish
people wanted to know the story, and were surprised to hear about this strange story...   All of our thanks to the New York team
who stirred the consciousness of this hectic Island and helped in
the process of granting Negar asylum somewhere on this tiny blue
planet.

Chicago
The Chicago team will forever be changed as they stormed
the city with their posters and flyers but most importantly their eagerness to help free Negar. It was with great joy and dedication lead
by Larry and the team, Eduardo, Alex, Marc, Chad, Jennifer and
Alejandro braved the cold and stood in front of the Turkish consulate for about 2 hours this past Thursday, December 3rd.
They had posters to support their cause, yelling Free Negar!,
Free Negar!, and handed out flyers to the people that passed by. Our
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dear guide Larry handed an official notice letter to the consulate’s office. Thank
you Negar for allowing us the opportunity to put into action the very thing we
are living for. We here in Chicago send you our love and admiration.

Washington D.C.
Dearest Family,
I did my demonstration outside the Turkish Embassy in Washington DC
today with my poster in support of our sister Negar (see pic). Although the
ambassador was not able to personally receive the letter from me, I spoke to
his Secretary who said that she will make sure she reads it.As I stood outside
the embassy with my poster, I handed out fliers to people walking in/out of the
embassy, and to those walking by.
This was a great opportunity for me to serve humanity....
I am very happy to hear that our sister is now free and now seeking asylum
in a country....

Love, Upendra.

Houston, Texas
On December 3rd, 2009 we made an appearance
at the Turkish Embasy, in downtown Houston, Tx.
Michele Pernoud actually visited the Embassy on the
thirteenth floor and told them why we were there
and handed them the protest letter.
There were only three of us protesting with
posters, Joseph Pegram, Michele Pernoud and myself, Barry Beck but I think the biggest impact was
the fact that Michele actually had contact with the
people inside the Embassy. Even the local security guard for the building was interested in our protest and made a joke as to say
“God Bless” in our protest, but then recanted saying never mind since we didn’t believe in his God (As he was of East Indian or
Turkish descent). But he did catch the meaning behind our protest as to why Negar was unduly held captive.
We were more than happy to help out in the protest of Negar’s captivity and as Raelians we would proudly help out in any
way possible for any of our brothers and sisters in the future

Ottawa, Canada
On this December 3rd, more than one hundred of us had gathered in front of the Turkish Embassy located in Ottawa,
Canada’s capital.
We were met by the cold and rain, but the warmth of our happiness and our pleasure to come and demonstrate to free our
Raelian sister was far greater than the fall Canadian weather.
The federal police was standing by at the gate of the Embassy. They know us well and they are friendly. In spite of all
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that is written about our organization by the Canadian lying
media, these police officers have been present at several of our
demonstrations and they know our non-violent philosophy and
I would dare to say that they appreciate our presence.
And so, with our posters and banners held high so they
would be well in sight of the Embassy’s outside cameras we began our march.
We had documents that we wanted to hand over to the
Ambassador in person. During each of our past demonstrations such meetings had been turned down, but our negotiator
in chief, Joseph Kollar, made yet another attempt and began the
procedures. After a few minutes of talks, Joseph came back with
a smile. He had good news: a person from our group would be
able to meet with the Ambassador.
Our group was elated!
As I was walking forward to enter the security area, the guard motioned to me that two people could go inside the Embassy
instead of one. So, I invited Daniel Chabot to come with me.
We went through the security protocol and there we were, on Turkish soil where they quickly escorted us to the office of
the Ambassador.
He did not invite us to take a seat. All was said standing up in a polite and respectful manner.
We began by informing him of the procedure we had set forth directly with his government to free Negar and this diplomat
quickly let us know that he was well aware of this dossier. He brought up each of the points made in our press releases: Turkey
wants to be part of Europe, Turkey applies international law… to
finally tell us that Negar would not be sent back to Iran though
he could not say when she would be freed. (We were on the eve
of her being released)
While speaking with us, he pointed to his television set
tuned to Turkish TV stations insisting that Negar’s story was very
popular on Turkish news!
In Canada, no media mentioned Negar, no media covered
the event but it seems that it had an effect on the part of the
world where it mattered most.
We then left Turkey to go back to Canada and be with our
group again to share the high points of our meeting with everyone.
It was difficult to evaluate the sincerity of this diplomat, but if Negar is freed so quickly, it will be thanks to our planetary
actions.
All morning long, I couldn’t help thinking that everything started in Asia, then in Europe and then in America…The Ambassadors’ telephone lines must have been really busy that December 3rd and the quiet and pacific power of our organization
managed to free Negar from jail.
What a team!!!
LOVE. Marc Rivard
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Vancouver , Canada
In Vancouver Canada we were there with all our brothers and sisters around the planet protesting the detention of our dear
sister Negar in Turkey, I called the Turkish consulate the day before the protests and spoke to the responsible at the consulate.
After explaining that I will be delivering a letter on behalf of the Raelian Movement in western Canada for the release of Negar,
I explained that we would also have a protest with signs.
He said ,please no, I do not want that much attention ... you should be protesting in Ottawa, I am only a small representative here ... please I do not want hundreds of people here breaking windows and throwing bricks at my office... ha ha ha hi hi hi...
I had to stop myself from laughing on the phone, I said please do not worry we are a completely non violent group ,he asked who
we were ,after explained ,we joked a bit ,and he said that it would be very surprising that Negar would be sent back to Iran.
The next day we were two in the street ,sorry no pics :( myself and Alizarin Violate ,I hand delivered the letter to the person
responsible ,the same man, we chatted a bit ,he came outside to see our posters and the information we were handing out ,he then
told us, that he too stood up for certain rights when he was younger, and held a sign in the streets,he was a very nice person.
We were there for about two hours in the cold ,but with warm hearts , Very interesting there were very few people that
passed ,we handed out about 40 pamphlets about our action and many of the people who stopped were young people from Iran
who were thanking us for being there ,there was even a young lady ,early twenties ,who had just come back from Iran supporting
her family and friends in protest there ...cooool, she was very happy we were there.
Always great to be in action, for one or for all ,thank you dear Negar for your courage and being who you are,from Vancouver Canada... WE LOVE YOU. And of course ,THANK YOU DEAR MAITREYA.
David D

Portugal
From Frederico

In Portugal, I was alone since it was a week work day. But like I said to Clemence “one for all, and all for one”! So I drove
the 300km from my small home-town to the capital of Portugal - Lisbon.
I got to Lisbon, and got lost 2 or 3 times hehe :) but I found the Turkish embassy!
It was a little intimidating to tell the truth: Big gates surrounded the embassy, no security at the door, lots of cameras watching everything. So I went to the front gate and there was a button like a door bell which I touched, and after one 1min. the front
gate opened.
I met the security team and talked to them about Negar’s situation, they let me in and after going through the metal detector security system, I talked with the man in charge. After saying Negar was from Iran, this man wanted nothing to do with
the situation. Said it was nothing to do with the Portuguese embassy, but after he saw the pictures of Negar and the documents
that I brought he was moved and accepted to give all the documents that I brought to the Turkish Ambassador’s residence in
Portugal.
So in the end I was pleased with my small action. Wishing the best to everyone that at the same time as me all over the world
were doing the same for Negar! Hurrah Raelian brotherhood!

Slovenia
From Mladen

See: http://zurnal24.si/slovenija/grozi-ji-smrt-ker-je-ateistka-151506
An article was published, very neutral, stating basic facts about Negar, about her situation in Iran, about her status in Turkey
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and the meaning of our protest in front of the Turkish embassy.
There were about 5 journalists, so Slovenian PR, expect to see some more articles. Mladen gave two interviews.

UK
From Glenn

We had a lovely gathering of nine Raelian Brothers, sisters and personal friends of Negar. We were very visible to those working in the embassy and the police were friendly to us.. We showed text and photos of Negar and many members of the public
pedestrians and cars passing by showed their support. And took flyers.. I had several conversations with the BBC news desk who
hope to come down to film and interview us. We will see ! (BBC published a nice article the day after)

Switzerland
From Philippe

Berne the Swiss capital ....very well indeed ! Fantastic !! Roughly
30 people on Thursday ! incredible ! I’m proud of us. For us it was not
possible to be in front of the embassy. The police were obstructing us
100 meters before the Embassy by a metal fence. Anyway, they were
friendly with us and they accepted our documentation about freeing
Negar to transmit it to the ambassador. After that, we went in front of
the Swiss Parliament. Even Rudolph Merz, the Swiss President received
a leaflet from Pierre-André Dorsaz ....great !! A great day soon to be seen
on video and pictures .....Allan’s going to do a good job soon. Thanks
to everybody and see you with Negar and let’s meet in Torino soon ! I
love you all .

Ireland
From Deg

Today we had a great reception at the Turkish Consulate in Ballsbridge in Dublin. In Ireland we are small but we have big
Hearts so Moya, Ray, and I were in great form spreading love to the Turkish Embassy. On arrival we were greeted by Staff and
security personnel who greeted us very well and very respectfully. We asked to see the ambassador and were brought in to the
Embassy. The Ambassadors’ secretary apologized as the ambassador was away but brought us to an anteroom where we had a
very good meeting. We spoke of Negar’s plight and informed them of the situation in Turkey. We stressed the need for a speedy
resolution to Negar’s confinement and hoped that they would release her soon. We delivered the letter for the ambassador and
were assured that it would be attended to as a matter of urgency. We were assured that a follow up meeting with the ambassador
would be arranged as soon as he returned and we look forward to a great response for Negar. While attending the meeting a second secretary entered the room and told us of the publicity Negar is getting in Turkey and around the world. We feel confident
that all that we could have done was done and hopefully Negar will be free soon. Now that we have made contact with embassy
staff we shall continue that contact and hopefully meet with the ambassador next week to enforce our concerns.

Holland
From Daniel

We gave the letter to the Embassy. It was directly delivered to the Ambassador. First they were scared when they saw the
group and called the cops. When I arrived with letter and explained them the goal, -I spoke about the responsibility and the fact
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that they can save someone’s life- they were very kind, interested and friendly.
When I get out from the Embassy the cops gave me a fee for unauthorized manifestation... the law of Den Haag is very
severe: if you are more than 2 people and it can be interpreted as a manifestation for a cause without permission (it takes more
than a week to have it, we were too short) then you have to pay. But it is OK, the information was passed on to the police as well
and the action was welcomed.
The Embassy promised to pass on the info to Turkey.

Lyon, France – welcomed by the consul
by Guyom

We were 12 from the Rhone Alpes Province on Dec 3rd in front of the Turkish Consulate.
Over the week, Osiris and Ananta had called the Consulate and were told that they wouldn’t be granted an appointment
with the Consul but we never lost hope. Once there, we talked to the security guard in front of the Consulate who after hearing
our point, finally accepted to tell the Consul about our visit.
I was then welcomed in his office by the Consul and we had a friendly chat for about 15 minutes.
He said that he saw the news about Negar on CNN, the Turkish version, where it was said that Negar would never be sent
back to Iran so that she can live.

Strasbourg, France – Welcomed by the vice-consul.
By Satan

Mission accomplished. While the people from the consulate in Strasbourg were saying on the phone that no meeting was possible, we successfully remitted a letter to the vice-consul today at 4pm. No media, no police
but ten Raelians with four banners were in front of the building for about
an hour. The meeting lasted about five minutes. The Vice consul said that he
was aware of Negar’s case before we even mentioned it.

Marseille, France – Welcomed by the ConsulPar
Emilie B.
A group of 12 Raelians gathered in front of the Consulate today December 3rd at 10am. Marcel, Issaey and Emilie Baldassare formed the delegation.
We delivered the letter and spent about an hour with him and even took an official picture .
A book ‘Intelligent Design’ was also given to him.

Paris, France – A very unique welcome:o)
By Jean-Pierre
Paris 11:00 am, we are about 20 Raelians and one representative of the CAP association (a group defending the right of consciousness) on the sidewalk in front of the Turkish Embassy. We were welcomed there very coldly by French policemen who have
been asked to make us leave. The Turkish Embassy which hasn’t got an Ambassador for the past few days has indeed requested
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our gathering to be dismissed as they don’t want to welcome us. We
then confirmed politely and firmly our intent to stay in front of the
Embassy until we are granted an interview. The policemen then start to
threaten us saying that the Embassy itself is feeling threatened by our
group and is requesting a more numerous police guard. Nothing could
make us go away, we only went on the sidewalk across the street, as an
act of good will towards the Turkish diplomats.
One of the policemen who was insisting, trying to make us leave
from that sidewalk as well, saw his boss take our side saying that since
we made a gesture by going across, it was the turn of the Embassy to
make a gesture. The situation was getting definitely funny, turning
into our advantage. We thus took the decision together with the police to just stay on the sidewalk of this very ‘chic’ street. We didn’t get
a chance to deliver the letter but we showed our determination, our
courage and our commitment to harmony, non-violence and respect of the individual.
With great pleasure, we said good bye to the policemen who had the intelligence to not make the situation worse but instead
found the best solutions so that everything went well.
A good meal together after warmed our bodies, while our spirit was full of happiness for our contribution to the freedom
of Negar.

Belgique(BELGIUM)
By Jacky
We met at 11:30. Our delegation didn’t face any opposition despite the presence of the police alerted by our authorization
request to the city. They just asked us a few questions but it all went well. We stood in front of the Embassy with our posters and
our two reporters Rachel and Jacky filmed the action. Evangelos and Jean met with the vice-consul to whom they gave a letter.
He told them that the case of Negar was very well known in Turkey and was touching a big part of the Turkish population.

Romania
By Tomita

The Ambassador was not there, and even if we ask the guys from the Consulate to send him personally the letter, they said to
us that we need to send it to them by postal mandate.... which I did today. Also, I’ve sent them an email with the same letter J

Italy
By Roberta

This morning, we had our protest in Rome in front of the Turkish Embassy.
We were 20 Raelians coming from all regions and for two hours, we held our protest 50 meters from
the Embassy as we weren’t allowed to be closer, under the protection of the police as it is the protocol.
We handed 500 pamphlets expressing our support for our sister Negar, and even some pamphlets about our philosophy to answer
the people who were asking about the Movement.
We even had the visit of
People were attracted to our slogan.

someone

who

saw

the

announcement

of

the

action
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At the time set by the Embassy, our head of PR, Carlo Nanni, went to the Embassy escorted by 2 police officers (that’s the
protocol) to give a letter to the Ambassador’s secretary who was to give it directly to the Embassador…
Towards the end of our action, the Ambassador came out to personally check on our protest and read our slogans.
Several people who took our flyers expressed all their support and wished good luck to Negar… There was even an Iranian
woman who asked for several of our flyers because she wanted to pass them out to several of her friends in order to support us.
Indeed, she knows the reality well in Iran and she condemns the Islamic regime of her country!
Thank you for your love and thank you Negar for giving us, at the peril of your very life, the opportunity to accomplish our
mission of love!

Germany & Austria
By Reza

We prepared individual letters, originally signed by Bettina, explaining the situation of Negar (and of course telling who we
are, and who she is) and our demands for freeing her and acknowledging her right to seek asylum. These letters were hand carried
by several delegations and handed over directly to the embassy’s representative (and in cases to the council himself ) in:
- Turkish Embassy in Berlin (DE)
- Turkish Embassy in Vienna (AT)
- Turkish Consulate in Frankfurt (DE)
- Turkish Consulate in Mainz (DE)
- Turkish Consulate in Hamburg (DE)
- Turkish Consulate in Salzburg (AT)
More than 10 Raelians were directly involved in this action.

South Africa
Here in South Africa we have done as requested the appearance and demonstration in front of the Turkish Embassy in Pretoria along with the help of the giant Lamane at which we handed over the letter and expressed our grievances.
If Negar has difficulty traveling to Europe or any other country due to the Iranian passport then my suggestion would be
South Africa in the meantime before her final destination!!
Love, Tsamina

A Note from Leon, continental Guide for Middle East
It was a great experience what we all lived recently with the detention of our sister Negar.
In my Raelian life I have never witnessed or felt such an energy, solidarity and strong link amongst all Raelians worldwide.
What a great team :-) Yes we are a great team as we are the Elohim team guided by their Messenger on this planet: Our beloved
Maitreya Rael. We should never let go this feeling of solidarity and strength that unites us together. I would like through these
words to thank our sister Negar for making me realize this. She is not only an example of courage and determination, but a model
for all of us.
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From Negar
And finally a few words from Negar who is at the moment in Turkey under the protection of the United Nations, waiting
for her second interview on January 7th to be granted asylum in one of the countries of her choice...
my dear lovely family
sorry for my delay to answer because unfortunately I have the lack of technology these days! :P then it’s not easy for me to
reply at the right time and even express so much wonderful feelings I have to you, my loved ones!!! :):X
First of all I have to give special thanks to dear Leon who made all these connections on these recent days and at those hard
times of captivity just gave lots of love energy and supports of himself and transferred yours to me which was making me feel
refreshed all the time and also sweet Joce beside him... and it’s my duty to let you
know that the process of my refugee is proceeding in its best way and the most important point is I prefer it in this way (UNHCR) cause of 2reasons: 1. it’s exactly
important for me to be a refugee cause of Raelian case and continue the way was
started in the sight of many people around the world and got a good success in first
step even if it take more time and prefer would be recognized in UN for a Raelian
cause I think it could be good step to confirm a part of our rights in UN... then,
every thing is Ok my loved ones and please do not worry about me in any case. :) I
FEEL THAT I’M THE LUCKIEST PERSON IN THE WORLD!!!
&... I appreciate all you have done for me.. all your support in any case..
I’m surrounded by your wonderful waves of love and honestly afraid to overdose!!
:P:D
Love you all
happy Dec13, the best celebration of all the history and happy our wonderful
union!!!
wish the freedom of our humanity from all these primitive thoughts :)
XOXOXOX
yours Negar
Negar Azizmoradi, Iranian child of the Elohim, sister of infinity, has managed to
redefine this expression’s interpretation to its core thanks to the outstanding courage and active determination she has modeled not only
to us all Raelians and spiritual family, but also to the rest of the world.
Thanks to her feminine tenacity she made her dream come true to spread the words of the existence of our Beloved Creators, the
Elohim, to this Muslim corner of the world, where renouncing the Islamic faith is punishable by death. Thanks to her, the messages were
on all Turkish media and in Iran as well...
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Kama
The Raelians at The National Assembly of the ivory
Coast
Debate concerning the Use of stem cells
Deputies, religious leaders and civil leaders of our communities were invited on December 16th and 17th 64 AH on the benches of the National
Assembly, to discuss the topic of stem cells, Euthanasia and alternative medical
treatments. According to the Non Governmental Association which organized
this meeting, alternative medical treatments are options to research using embryonic stem cells and the approval of Euthanasia. On the first day, the commentaries of Dr. Gbedia Dodo PhD and Bishop Guide were a trigger to denounce
the catholic influence that was started to be felt during the debate. She shook
things up, disrupted, demanding more freedom and opposition in a scientific
debate that addressed the life and health of millions of people and seemed to turn
into a Catholic mass. The Catholic Archbishop who was present during those
two days couldn’t get
over it and is probably the one who Gbedia Dodo with the Archbishop;-)
requested the cancellation of Gbedia’s speech scheduled on the morning of the second day.
But little did they know the Raelians! Not only did Guide Gbedia
make use of her time during the question-answer period by making
a brilliant exposé on the indisputable importance of embryonic stem
cells, but Raelians and Raelian medical doctors stepped in with much
wit pointing out with precision the necessity of Kamites scientists to
participate in this matter as well as the importance of legalizing Euthanasia. Even better, other people in the room denounced this trickery
and firmly voiced their opposition to the presence certain guest speakers who were speaking on behalf of the Catholic Church. All seemed
set long before this debate but the testimony of the Raelians disrupted
everything and had a huge impact on the audience. At the end of the
activity, deputies and scientists came to us and asked us to stay in touch
Harmony Koulibaly with a House represen- with them and that we organize a future debate at the same place, on
the topic of our choice. Uriel Nawej’s book “White Poison” was given
tative
to the Catholic Archbishop at the request of Bishop-Guide Gbedia. He
promised to read it after making a comment regarding the bitterness of
its title. (Who is feeling snotty now…)
Infinite thanks to Gbedia and to all the Raelians for their brilliant participation. The door to the National Assembly is
opened to us. We are going to suggest true laws that definitively better the lives of society
I love you.
Harmony Koulibaly (Guide-Priest), spokesperson for the Raelian Movement in the Ivory Coast.
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Note from Gbedia Hortense DODO after the activity :
« Yes Darlings, I am proud to be RAELIAN. The day spent at the National Assembly was wonderful…though I was banned
from doing my presentation when they had invited me to do so just the day before… I am proud of the quality of the Raelian
spokespeople: Dr. Hamony Koulibaly, Dr. Boni Hervé, Usher Delamour, Douyou Cyrille, Adon Christophe, Tiané and others....
We have forever changed the course of the history of laws on stem cells in the Ivory Coast. Harmony charmed the eminence…
cardinal… archbishop… bla bla bla who did not want to let her go after she gave him the book “White Poison” and who even
invited her to meet him… hummmm! Harmony… you are powerful!
Thank you to all the team for your brilliant participation and for granting me the privilege to let my genetic code sing…
I LOVE YOU
Gbedia ...

South Africa,
Lamane was on a mission in South Africa, meeting Kings and Chiefs in this important country.
Uriel gave us here a summary of the story of the Zulu people... always fascinating to see the traces left by our Creators
throughout the world...
“The “Amazulu“, the ancient Zulu people spoke about, are the Elohim, that the original meaning of the word “Amazulu”
in Zulu language means “ the people from the Sky “, and that the 3 principal characters of the Amazulu according to the Zulu
tradition ( Unkulunkulu, Unwaba and Umvelinqangi ), are simply the same as the 3 principal characters among the Elohim (
Yahvé, Lucifer and Satan ) ... the zulu word to mention the “sky” is “ sibakabaka” , but in ancient Zulu there is another word
to mention the interplanetary space , and that word is “ izulu “ , and another word to mention the infinite cosmic space is “
weduzulu” , and that’s why the ancient Zulus used to call themselves “ the sky people “ ... The old Zulu traditions also speak
about “Amazulu”, the sky people, coming to earth, and to have mixed on earth sexually with their creations, and some of those
children coming forth from those sexual unions became the race of Kings and Tribal Chiefs ... and the ancient Zulus had a word
to refer to the solar system of the “Amazulus’’ (the Elohim) and also the very of the Amazulus (Ingiyab and Isone Nkanyamba).
The ancient Zulus have always been familiar with the concept of infinity, that had been passed on to them by the Amazulus. For
the Zulu people, time and space have always been “infinite” and “one”. Their word for infinite space is “umkati” and for infinite
time, it’s “ isikati “ .... “

Lamane was in Bostwana
Until I can give you a full summary of my complete tour
of Kama South, here is some news about Botswana, a beautiful
country with hills as enchanting as its people of more than 2 million, respectful and very disciplined, a wonderful level and quality
of life… (That could be even better if we could reduce the alcohol
there.)
The mission in Botswana took place from December 19th to
the 23rd. Mahouassa, the South Africa National Guide assisted by
Maynard another South African had joined me in this journey.
We had so much pleasure … with many tears too… J))
According to their very rigid protocol, our mission must be
presented before a commission of traditional chiefs once they have
reviewed the point of the mission. This will not be possible until
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March, when the House of chiefs reconvenes as they are currently on vacation. Nevertheless, one traditional chief accepted to
see us. He is the president of the Court within the Department of Tribal Administration. We were then able to present another
chief, the Vice-President of the House of Chiefs, with our mission document… (see letter below).
The traditional power in Botswana is composed of traditional chiefs well respected by the different ethnic groups that make
up the country (there is no royalty there). These chiefs are recognized and assisted by the state in which they are represented
by the House of Chiefs ( NTLO YA DIKGOSI) At this moment, there are 35 members including 4 women. In the current
government, the House of Chiefs does not have the executive power: its primary role is to advise the government in its politic
concerning tradition and culture. The current president in Botswana, Lieutenant General SERETSE KHAMA Ian KHAMA
is himself a chief. He is of mixed parentage, born of a British mother and the son of the chief of the Bangwato ethnic group.
SERETSE KHAMA who became the first president of Botswana, after his return from exile in England, has the independence
of the country.
In Bangwato language, Seretse means mud, clay and Khama is the name of an animal. We told the Traditional Chef from
the Department of Tribal Administration to let the President of Botswana know the full importance of the role that he will have
to play in the future of his country and of the continent by re-translating his name as “Land of Kama”. The president will be
informed of our mission. No official talks with the House of Chiefs can take place without his approval.

December 13th in the UK
What a Celebratory Hugfest!
One of our most successful gatherings yet saw nearly 30 people gather together to share in the wonderful ambiance that is our enthusiastic and dynamic UK Raelian family.
People from far and wide came to London to share the celebrations on the anniversary of the Maitreya’s first encounter. Many came
for their first ever meeting to hear and share our amazing philosophy.
Our National Guide Glenn hosted the gathering sharing his wisdom and
knowledge with us all, warmly and effectively answering questions from
us about the philosophy and how we as Raelians choose to use the philosophy in our daily lives whether professionally, politically or emotionally. We introduced ourselves to everyone and we laughed at ourselves too!
It was marvelous to see everyone laughing uncontrollably and at times it
was just too funny to continue. I am so thankful for moments like these.
We
shared
together
a
wonderful
meal
allowing us to mix and mingle, to laugh some more and share.
And we had 4 New Transmissions!!! Adam; CJ; Danielle and Pierre all chose
today to acknowledge the Elohim as their creators and Rael as their messenger. This is such a special moment in all our lives and it is wonderful to witness
others choosing and acknowledging their truth.
Marcus captivated us with his absorbing and enlightening teachings, sharing his information with humorous displays of role
playing. We learned about our emotions and fears, the ‘Flight or Fight’ response and how we may overcome our fears to positive
effect with conscious effort. This lead to a flurry of questions and answers with input and feedback - such a wonderful energy
from everyone participating and sharing.
During the break our new brother CJ presented us all with samples of the speciality fudge that he makes.
Wow, what a taste sensation! It was pure indulgence. (I then declared CJ as my official new best friend!!! Ha ha!)
And from the sweetness of our taste buds to the sweet dulcet tones of Marcus as he lead us in a beautiful meditation of love. And Wow - it was
such a powerful and often emotional declaration of love and acceptance of love from another being. Such a perfect way to end our special day.
So many thanks to Emma for organizing this wonderful gathering and also a special thanks to Bouda whose talent behind
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the lens has captured the vitality and love that
we shared today. And it goes without saying we
wouldn’t all be here without the amazing message given to Maitreya Rael from our parents the
Elohim. It all begins and ends with love…….

Brent. x

Why I wrote “Realize”
By Kathy Watterson

I’ve been writing songs since childhood, but since becoming Raelian
three years ago, I am more inspired than ever. It’s a hard thing to describe,
but it’s almost as though my new awareness of the Elohim through the Messages has tapped into a new “mother lode” of melodies.
With that happy thought, it is now my goal to write the best material I am capable of producing to help further the aims of
the International Raelian Movement and to assist Maitreya Rael with his missions.
I believe that music, as a direct pipeline to the infinite, can reach everyone, and with no possibility of misinterpretaton or
inadequate translation. Someone once said that music takes flight where words leave off. The corollary of that thought is that at
the point where words fail us, music can succeed. If that’s true, then in this troubled world, we can never have enough music!
Each year when Maitreya Rael returns to Las Vegas, I plan to perform a new song written to honor him and the Elohim.
The first such song, “Thank you, Elohim,” was presented in December 2007. A little waltz called “Raelian Melody” followed, in
2008.
My latest song, “Realize” (see lyrics below), dedicated like the others to Maitreya Rael and the International Raelian Movement, was sung after the Dec. 13 dinner at Carluccio’s Restaurant by Angelina -------. I accompanied Angelina at the restaurant’s
mirrored grand piano, a unique and historical instrument previously owned by Liberace, the famous Las Vegas entertainer.
Most of us have demanding jobs and other responsibilities, and it’s all too easy to succumb to frivolous distractions in our
“offtime,” or to become mired in negativity as we go about our daily lives. With that in mind, it never hurts to remind ourselves
of our priorities as Raelians – to spread the Messages and help the last prophet of the Elohim carry out his mission. Earth’s future
hangs in the balance. So:
Realize!
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Realize…
You are the dream of the Elohim.
Realize…
You’re bringing hope to humanity
Just in time.
This world can be
A paradise,
A place where laughter and freedom and love
Can’t be compromised.
To make that world reality,
Those who came from the skies gave you keys
To your destiny.
Realize…realize….
Realize…
You are the dream of the Elohim.
Realize…
Earth’s future depends on this chance that you bring
Just in time.
So realize…
It’s time to start,
Living free, sharing love, spreading joy…finding harmony.
Just make your life your symphony.
In your mind, in your heart
Live the dream
Of the Elohim.
Realize…realize…
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Know that you,
Lovely you,
Are the dream
Of the Elohim.
©Kathy Watterson
Dec. 12, 2009
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